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About This Game

Prepare for a brand new adventure in Pocket Universe, a game which combines adored mechanics from strategy and RPG
genres. Our vision is an experience which does not solely revolve around the player, but also the world itself which is inhabited
by artificially intelligent agents. Pocket Universe tells the story of a human-created planet, following events which threatened

the survival of the human race.

FULL VERSION FEATURES

While playing rpg game, enjoy the strategy game.

You can access all the strategic items thanks to the help NPC while playing the RPG game.

Third Person Action.

RPG and strategy elements

Four Factions.

16,000 km2 mainland + 4,000 km2 island map.
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Minimum 10 hours main mission

Every Npc own personality

Every npc have friends,enemy,have their own thought etc.

100+ buildable building.

Buildings you can build in your own districts and outposts.

125 different soldier troops.

Number of Soldier types trained by yourself and other communities.

10 capturable village and outpost

Coincidental artificial intelligence

Coincidental A.I.

With our self-developed artificial intelligence, in every new game is different game. Relations between communities are
completely random, relationships between NPCs are random.You will have different enemies and friends in each new

game.Every move you make and artificial intelligence will affect all relationships.Unfortunately main tasks remain static.
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Title: Pocket Universe : Create Your Community
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Core Steel Game Studio
Publisher:
Core Steel Game Studio
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz+

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GT 650+

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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pocket universe create your community

Spent some time binding keys in the Unity starter and a ton more time waiting for the speech (at the start of the game) to end to
get in to a game where I'm at WASD even though I rebound the keys at stert... (not sure what the game was about as I couldn't
play it)

Re-reading this I realize I wasn't very clear, the reason I couldn't play it is that I don't use WASD - which is why I rebound the
keys before starting the game, which the game ignored once it started.... Early access. I mean like SUPER early access game.
Seems that ultrawide resolutions aren't supported. The audio is horrible and could use some work. I couldn't even walk straight
to the door I had to follow a path coming out of the very first building in the startup tutorial or whatever. This could use a lot
more polish before it's ready to be considered a decent early access game.. I dont usually review games but i must in this
instance. What a pile of puppy doo doo. simple not chat its rubbish beyond saving. Rant over
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